Experimental demonstration of a quantum receiver beating the standard quantum limit at the telecom wavelength
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Discrimination of coherent states beyond the standard quantum limit (SQL) is an important task not only for quantum information processing but also for optical coherent communication. In order to optimize long distance optical fiber networks, it is of practical importance to develop a quantum receiver beating the SQL and approaching the quantum bound at telecom wavelength. In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate a receiver beating the conventional SQL at telecom wavelength. Our receiver is composed of a displacement operation, a single photon counter and a real time adaptive feedback operation. By using a high performance single photon detector operating at the telecom wavelength, we achieve a discrimination error beyond the SQL. The demonstration in the telecom band provides the first step important towards quantum and classical communication beyond the SQL using a coherent state alphabet, and we envision that the technology can be used for long-distance quantum key distribution, effective quantum state preparation and quantum estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Coherent states are inherently non-orthogonal and can therefore not be perfectly discriminated [1]. This non-orthogonality is an attractive feature of coherent states, as it for example ensures the security of quantum key distribution [2,3]. On the other hand, for classical optical coherent communications with a lossy channel such as satellite-to-ground laser communication [4,5] and long distance optical fiber communication [6,7], the non-orthogonality sets a fundamental limitation on the attainable communication rate and distance. In long distance coherent fiber communication, optical repeaters using e.g. erbium-doped fiber amplifiers are commonly used to amplify weak, attenuated signals. Although these techniques are well established, however, additional noise in the amplification process limits the achievable communication distance if a cascade of amplifiers are required to transmit a signal [8]. As an alternative approach, noiseless amplification with phase sensitive amplifiers is a possible strategy [9]. Another promising direction is designing novel receivers detecting the transmitted signal states below the shot noise limit [1]. The efficiency of reading out the information of an encoded signal state is often studied in the context of quantum state discrimination where the discrimination error of possible candidate signal states is one of the relevant figure of merits.

If one performs direct detection of physical variables that are encoded in coherent states, the obtainable discrimination error is limited by the shot noise. This error probability given by conventional detection techniques is defined as the standard quantum limit (SQL). In quantum mechanics, however, measurements can be mathematically represented as positive operator valued measures (POVM) and the ultimate bound for the discrimination error is obtained by optimizing the POVMs [1]. The minimum discrimination error is called the Helstrom bound which can be derived analytically for particular types of states [10] but a physical implementation of the optimal measurements is often non-trivial. Receivers beating the SQL, which we call quantum receivers hereinafter, have been extensively explored both theoretically [11,14] and experimentally [15,19]. For binary phase shift keying signals (BPSK), performance beyond the SQL is achievable with a simple detection strategy consisting of a displacement operation followed by photon counting [16,18]. Furthermore, the Helstrom bound can be attained by introducing an adaptive feedback operation that optimizes the displacement operation depending on the outcomes of the photon counter [12,19]. While this feedback receiver was originally proposed for the BPSK coherent states discrimination, it has been shown that the receiver can implement arbitrary two-dimensional projective measurements [20,21]. Recently, the displacement based photon detection receivers with or without feedback have been used to realize a single-rail qubit projector which was characterized by quantum detector tomography [22,23].

In addition to binary state discrimination, various types of quantum receivers have been developed for ternary phase shift keying (QPSK) coherent states [24,30]. A significant improvement of the discrimination error beyond the SQL has been experimentally observed by optimizing the feedback strategy according to the a posteriori probability for observed events [28]. Moreover, a practical receiver with photon number resolving detector, that is robust against mode matching imperfection of the displacement and dark count noise, has been analyzed [27] and demonstrated [29]. At the telecom wavelengths, implementation of quantum receivers that operate beyond the SQL has not yet been demonstrated [31]. The lack of demonstration in the very important telecom band is mainly due to the low efficiency and high dark count
In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate an all-fiber-based quantum receiver at telecom wavelength that beats the SQL for the discrimination of QPSK states. Our receiver consists of a displacement operation, photon detection and feedback for updating the displacement. For the photon detection, we employ a superconducting nanowire single photon detector which shows high performance at the telecom wavelength [32][34]. Our receiver achieves more than 65% detection efficiency thereby allowing for operation beyond the SQL without compensating for any imperfections. We further investigate the effect of feedback delay in the receiver by developing a mathematical model and we find that the delay can significantly degrade the performance of the receiver for large signals.

Our paper is organized as follows. We first introduce the quantum receiver and derive the theoretically achievable error probability (Sec. II). In Sec. III, we discuss our experimental setup and experimental results while concluding in Sec. IV.

II. QUANTUM RECEIVER WITH FEEDBACK FOR QPSK SIGNALS

In this section, we introduce a quantum receiver beating the SQL and approaching the Helstrom bound for the discrimination of the QPSK coherent states.

We define the QPSK coherent states as $|\alpha_m\rangle = |\alpha| e^{(2m+1)i\pi/4}$ where $m = 0, 1, 2, 3$ and $|\alpha|$ represents the magnitude of the signal state (Fig. 1(a)). Figure 1(b) depicts a schematic of the receiver. The receiver consists of a displacement operation, a single photon detector (SPD) and real-time feedback control of the displacement phase dependent on the counting history of the SPD. The displacement operation can be physically implemented by combining the signal state with a strong reference beam at a beam splitter with nearly unit transmittance. To illustrate the feedback control of the displacement, an incoming signal state with full time width $T$ is virtually divided into $M$ temporal mode bins. At each step, $i$, of the protocol, a displacement is applied to the $i$th temporal mode such that one of the candidate states is displaced to the vacuum state. The SPD provides a binary outcome $e_i \in \{0\text{on}, 1\text{off}\}$ whose POVM is respectively represented by $\Pi_0 = e^{-\nu} \sum_n (1 - \eta^n) |n\rangle \langle n|$, $\Pi_1 = I - \Pi_0$, where $\nu$ is the dark count noise and $\eta$ the detection efficiency of the SPD [35]. The probability of getting an outcome $e_i$ for a coherent state $|\gamma\rangle$ with a displacement operation $\hat{D}(\beta) = \exp(\beta \hat{a}^\dagger - \beta^* \hat{a})$ is therefore given by

$$p(e_i | \gamma; \beta) = \langle \gamma | \hat{D}(\beta) \Pi e_i \hat{D}(\beta) | \gamma \rangle = (1 - e_i) e^{-\nu} |\gamma - \beta\rangle^2$$

(1)

The a priori belief was that the incoming state was the one that was displaced to the vacuum. If the detector outcome is “off”, this belief is reinforced and the same displacement is maintained for the next step. If, on the other hand, the outcome is “on”, this is a strong indication that the incoming state was not displaced to the vacuum. Hence, the displacement phase should (typically) be changed for the next step. Based on the full photon detection history $\{e_r\}$, the candidate state which has the highest a posteriori probability $P(\alpha_m | \{e_i\})$ should now be displaced towards the vacuum state.

The a posteriori probability after detecting the $j$'th bin is obtained from

$$P(\alpha_m | \{e_i\}) = \frac{\Pi^j_{k=0} p(e_k | \alpha_m / \sqrt{M}; \beta_k) \Pi^{j+1}_{k=0} p(e_k | \alpha_l / \sqrt{M}; \beta_k)}{\sum_{l=0}^3 \Pi^j_{k=0} p(e_k | \alpha_l / \sqrt{M}; \beta_k)}$$

(2)

where we assume that an a priori probabilities of the four signal states are equal and the signal state is equally divided into $M$ temporal modes. The most likely signal state that maximizes the final a posteriori probability is concluded to be the received state. Thus, the average error probability for the discrimination of the QPSK coherent states using the feedback receiver is represented as

$$P_e = 1 - \frac{1}{4} \sum_{m=0}^3 \sum_{(e_i) \in O_m} P\{e_i | \alpha_m\}$$

(3)

where the conditional probability $P\{e_i | \alpha_m\}$ represents the probability of having the outcomes $\{e_i\}$ if the actual incoming signal is $|\alpha_m\rangle$ and $O_m$ is the set of outcomes for which it was concluded that the state $|\alpha_m\rangle$ was received. An analytical expression for Eq. (3) was obtained for the ideal case [20]. On the other hand, finding a solution for
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FIG. 1. (a) QPSK coherent states in phase space. (b) Schematic of a receiver with displacement operation, photon detection and feedback operations. (c) Theoretical performance of the receiver. Red and blue solid lines represent the receiver with $M = 10$ and $M = 4$. Dashed-dot and dashed lines are the standard quantum limit and the Helstrom bound.
the displacement is controlled by an intensity modulator field for the displacement operation. The amplitude of the signal state respectively. The displacement looped around, to control the intensity and the phase of the transducer embedded in a circular mount with an optical fiber attenuator and a phase shifter that consists of a piezo transducer.

We prepare the QPSK signal states using a variable attenuator, AMP: amplifier, DE: detection efficiency.

the general case with experimental imperfections is not straightforward and we thus evaluate the error probability with imperfections by simulating the model.

The achievable error probability with the receiver in the ideal condition is shown in Fig. 1(c). The ultimate bound for the discrimination of the QPSK states is given by the Helstrom bound \( P_e^{\text{SQL}} = 1 - \frac{1}{4} \left( 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{\alpha}{\sqrt{2}} \right) \right)^2 \), where \( \text{erf}(x) \) is the error function defined as \( \text{erf}(x) = \frac{2}{\sqrt{\pi}} \int_0^x e^{-t^2} dt \). The receiver with feedback enables us to overcome the SQL and approach the Helstrom bound by increasing the number of feedback steps.

III. EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 illustrates our experimental setup. A continuous-wave, fiber-coupled laser at 1550 nm is split in two paths, one for preparation of the signal states and one for the reference field for the displacement operation. We prepare the QPSK signal states using a variable attenuator and a phase shifter that consists of a piezo transducer embedded in a circular mount with an optical fiber looped around, to control the intensity and the phase of the signal state respectively. The displacement operation is physically implemented using a 99:1 fiber coupler, where the signal state interferes with the reference field for the displacement operation. The amplitude of the displacement is controlled by an intensity modulator (operating with a constant voltage) that is calibrated to displace the signal states to the vacuum state by minimizing the count rate on a superconducting nanowire single photon detector (SSPD) \( \text{SSPD} \). An interference visibility of 99.6% can be achieved by manually adjusting the polarization. We switch the laser intensity between high and low using an optical switch in order to repeatedly and sequentially implement phase stabilization and measurement. For the phase stabilization period, the relative phase between the signal and the reference is set to one of the four phase conditions \( (2m + 1)\pi/4 \) \( (m = 0, 1, 2, 3) \) by measuring the laser intensity after the 99:1 fiber coupler on a conventional photo detector (PD) and feeding back to the phase shifter. For the measurement, the displaced signal is detected by the SSPD. In our experiment, instead of randomly preparing the QPSK coherent states, we prepare 500 identical signal states after releasing the phase stabilization and repeat the procedure 20 times for each state. A field programmable gate array (FPGA) counts the electrical signal from the SSPD and rapidly changes the voltages applied to the phase modulator for the reference field dependent on the counting history, which enables the feedback operation to the phase of the displacement. The feedback bandwidth of our receiver is about 1 MHz, mainly limited by the speed of the digital to analog converter employed for the experiment. Since the full time width of the signal state is defined to be \( T = 200 \mu s \), the delay of the feedback is not negligible for our experiment and, hence, we discard the counts observed in the time interval \( \Delta t = 1.1 \mu s \) between each time bins.

Imperfect transmittance of optical components as well as the non-unit detection efficiency of the SSPD are the main sources of loss in our experiment. The total transmittance from the 99:1 fiber coupler to the fiber right before the SSPD is measured to be \( \text{TP} \sim 90\% \) (which is achieved by splicing the fibers) and the detection efficiency of the SSPD can reach \( \eta_{\text{SSPD}} \sim 73\% \) with a dark count rate of 45 Hz. Therefore our receiver is expected to have a total system efficiency \( \eta_{\text{SSPD}} \eta_{\text{FPGA}} = \eta_{\text{TP}} \times \eta_{\text{SSPD}} \) above 65%. For the total system efficiency characterization, we insert free-space filters attenuating the laser power down to a few hundred thousand photons, which can be measured by the SSPD without saturation. The laser intensity in the signal state preparation path is split into two paths using a 50/50 fiber coupler, where the laser power in one path is measured by a power meter to estimate the laser power \( I_{\text{in}} \) in the other path guided to the receiver. After inserting a cascade of the calibrated optical filters at the beginning of the setup, the attenuated laser passing through optical components of the receiver is detected by the SSPD. Since we can estimate the photon rate from the laser power \( I_{\text{in}} \) and the attenuation of the inserted optical filters, the total system efficiency is obtained by comparing the photon rate and the observed count rate. The total system efficiency can be evaluated with, at most, a 1.5% uncertainty including the finite precision of calibrating the filters and the split-
FIG. 3. (a) Error probability for the QPSK discrimination as a function of the signal mean photon number. Red and blue points are experimentally obtained values for $M = 10$ and $M = 4$, and the corresponding theoretical predictions are shown by crosses. Red and blue solid lines are the performance of the feedback receiver with $M = 10$ and $M = 4$ in the ideal condition. Black dashed, dashed-dot and thin dashed-dot lines represent the Helstrom bound, the SQL and the SQL with total detection efficiency 65%. (b) The same data as in (a) but on a linear scale.

Experimentally obtained performance of our receiver is depicted in Figs. 3(a) and (b). Blue and red dots represent the experimentally obtained error probability for $M = 4$ and $M = 10$ respectively. The means and the error bars of the error probability are calculated from 5 independent procedures. The signal mean photon number $|\alpha|^2$ is estimated by rescaling the attenuated signal mean photon number $\eta_{SE}|\alpha|^2$ directly observed by the FPGA. The error bar of the signal mean photon number originates from the finite precision of the estimation of the total system efficiency $\eta_{SE}$. Inconsistent size of the error bars on the signal mean photon number is due to the variation of the uncertainty of the total system efficiency associated with its characterization process. We measure the attenuated signal mean photon number before and after the measurement to ensure that the signal power is stable during the data acquisition and the difference of the attenuated signal mean photon numbers is typically less than 1% of the attenuated signal power and 3% at most. As a conservative estimate of the mean photon number, we choose the largest of the two measurements for the plots in Figs. 3(a) and (b). The theoretical values shown by crosses are evaluated by Monte Carlo simulations under the experimental condition including the total system efficiency $\eta_{SE} = 65\%$, the visibility $\xi = 99.6\%$, the dark count noise $\nu = 9.1 \times 10^{-3}$ counts/state and a loss due to feedback delay compensation of 4.95% for $M = 10$ and 1.65% for $M = 4$. Black dashed, dashed-dot and thin dashed-dot lines represent the Helstrom bound, the SQL and the SQL with total system efficiency 65%. The small deviation of the experimental results from the theoretical values is mainly due to variation of the visibility condition of the displacement. Although the performance of the receiver is far from ideal due to the finite detection efficiency and the visibility of the displacement operations, our receiver with $M = 10$ outperforms the SQL and shows great agreement with the theoretical values.

We further investigate the possible performance of our receiver with an imaginary SPD assumed to have higher detection efficiencies. In Fig. 4 we plot the expected per-
formances of our receiver with an SPD whose efficiency is assumed to be \( \eta_{SPD} = 100\% \) (blue), 90\% (purple), 80\% (green) and finally 73\% (red), corresponding to our experimental condition. The signal mean photon number is obtained by rescaling the attenuated signal mean photon number \( \eta_T \eta_{SSPD} |\alpha|^2 \) with fixed \( \eta_T = 90\% \). Since the maximum detection efficiency of single photon detectors at telecom wavelength ever reported is above 90\% \cite{34, 36}, our receiver can potentially provide a significant improvement over the SQL by combining with such SPDs. It is worth noting that the lowest requirement for the detection efficiency of the SPD to overcome the SQL using our system can be estimated to be 65\%, corresponding to the total system efficiency 58.5\%.

Apart from the imperfections related to the photon detection, perhaps the most relevant practical imperfection of the feedback receiver is the limited bandwidth or delay of the feedback operation. During the transition from one displacement phase to another, the displacement operation is not well-defined and spurious counts may occur, negatively affecting the performance of the receiver. To alleviate the delay problem, the counts observed in a short time interval \( \Delta t \) between each temporal mode bin can be discarded and the discarding time can be considered as additional linear loss. We characterize this effect by setting the discarding time to various values and observing the error probability. We do this for mean photon numbers \( |\alpha|^2 = 3.3 \) and \( |\alpha|^2 = 9.4 \) and plot the results as a function of the discarding time \( \Delta t \) in Figs. 5(a) and (b). The red circles represent the experimentally obtained error probabilities whose means and error bars are evaluated from 5 independent procedures. The black circles and crosses are the theoretical values with and without the delay effect, respectively. Special treatment of the delay effect is no longer necessary if the discarding time \( \Delta t > 1.0 \mu s \) and the black circles are coincident with the black crosses. Black triangles are the theoretical values when the loss associated with the discarded time is taken into account in the calculation of the \( a posteriori \) probabilities and hence in the feedback strategy. Black dashed-dot line is the ideal SQL.

FIG. 5. Error probability for QPSK discrimination with \( M = 10 \) as a function of discarding time \( \Delta t \). (a) \( |\alpha|^2 = 3.3 \), (b) \( |\alpha|^2 = 9.4 \). Red circles are the experimental results, while black circles and crosses are the theoretical values with and without the delay effect, respectively. Special treatment of the delay effect is no longer necessary if the discarding time \( \Delta t > 1.0 \mu s \) and the black circles are coincident with the black crosses. Black triangles are the theoretical values when the loss associated with the discarded time is taken into account in the calculation of the \( a posteriori \) probabilities and hence in the feedback strategy. Black dashed-dot line is the ideal SQL.

![Error probability for QPSK discrimination with M = 10 as a function of discarding time Δt.](image)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We experimentally realized a quantum receiver consisting of a displacement operation, a single photon de-
tector and feedback operation. Our receiver employed a high performance photon counter and achieved discrimination of the QPSK signals with an error probability beating the SQL at telecom wavelength. While the total system efficiency of our receiver is limited to 65% mainly because of finite detection efficiency of the photon counter, our system could provide a substantial gain over the SQL by installing state-of-the-art photon counters showing higher performance at telecom wavelength [34, 35]. We further investigated the performance of the feedback measurement with finite bandwidth of the feedback operation [34, 36]. We further investigated the performance of the receiver with the delay of the feedback operation, we adopt the spatial mode analysis where the signal state is spatially divided into $M$ modes and a displacement operation and a photon detection are performed on each mode. Suppose that the signal state is equally split and the displacement operation is implemented such that one of the four signal states is displaced to the vacuum state $D(-\gamma_m) |\gamma_m \rangle = |0\rangle$, where $\gamma_m = \alpha_m / \sqrt{M}$. We focus on the second mode to discuss our model for the delay analysis. In the second mode, the signal state is further divided by beam splitters with the reflectance (transmittance) $r_1^2$ ($t_1^2$) and $r_2^2$ ($t_2^2$) into three steps, (1) the displacement operation remains to be the same as the previous displacement condition, (2) the displacement operation changes from the previous condition to the target condition, (3) the displacement operation is implemented in the target condition. A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 7(b). The probability of having the “off” event in the second mode is given by a product of the “off” probabilities for all of the three steps. For (1) and (3), the “off” probability can be simply given by,

$$p(0|\gamma_m - \gamma_0) = e^{-t_1^2|\gamma_m - \gamma_0|^2},$$

$$p(0|t_1t_2(\gamma_m - \gamma_{m_2})) = e^{-t_2^2|\gamma_m - \gamma_{m_2}|^2},$$

where $\xi$ is the visibility of the displacement. In the step (2), where the displacement operation continuously changes from $D(-\gamma_0)$ to $D(-\gamma_{m_2})$, we introduce the following model. The signal state is equally split into $L$ modes and the displacement operation is first imple-
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**Appendix A: Delay analysis**

Delay of feedback operations may degrade the performance of the receiver. We develop a model of the receiver with finite bandwidth of the feedback operation to analyze the performance in the experimentally relevant condition.

We show the electrical signals applied to the phase modulator in Fig. 6. The $j$’th time bin starts at $t = 0$ and the electrical signal remains constant in (1), continuously changes to the target condition in (2), and settles down to the target condition in (3). The delay of the electrical signal is because of the communication speed between the FPGA and the DAC in addition to the finite response time of the DAC. We employ a Nexys 4 artix-7 FPGA evaluation board and a Pmod DA3 with 16-bit resolution from Digilent. In order to theoretically investigate the performance of the receiver with the delay of the feedback operation, we adopt the spatial mode analysis where the signal state is spatially divided into $M$ modes and a displacement operation and a photon detection are performed on each mode. Suppose that the signal state is equally split and the displacement operation is implemented such that one of the four signal states is displaced to the vacuum state $D(-\gamma_m) |\gamma_m \rangle = |0\rangle$, where $\gamma_m = \alpha_m / \sqrt{M}$. We focus on the second mode to discuss our model for the delay analysis. In the second mode, the signal state is further divided by beam splitters with the reflectance (transmittance) $r_1^2$ ($t_1^2$) and $r_2^2$ ($t_2^2$) into three steps, (1) the displacement operation remains to be the same as the previous displacement condition, (2) the displacement operation changes from the previous condition to the target condition, (3) the displacement operation is implemented in the target condition. A schematic of the model is shown in Fig. 7(b). The probability of having the “off” event in the second mode is given by a product of the “off” probabilities for all of the three steps. For (1) and (3), the “off” probability can be simply given by,

$$p(0|\gamma_m - \gamma_0) = e^{-t_1^2|\gamma_m - \gamma_0|^2},$$

$$p(0|t_1t_2(\gamma_m - \gamma_{m_2})) = e^{-t_2^2|\gamma_m - \gamma_{m_2}|^2},$$

where $\xi$ is the visibility of the displacement. In the step (2), where the displacement operation continuously changes from $D(-\gamma_0)$ to $D(-\gamma_{m_2})$, we introduce the following model. The signal state is equally split into $L$ modes and the displacement operation is first imple-

![Fig. 6. Electrical signals applied to the phase modulator. The transition between time periods is at $t = 0$. The signal remains constant within the temporal region (1), changes continuously to the target condition in (2), and settles down to the target condition in (3).](image-url)
From the first mode to the $L$th mode in Fig. 6, we find the parameters $r$, $\theta$, and each time bin as 200 $\mu$s and 20 $\mu$s for $M = 10$, from Fig. 6 we find the parameters $r_1$, $r_2$ corresponding to our condition to be $r_1^2 = 0.37/20$ and $r_2^2 = (1.0-0.37)/20(1.2)$. The theoretical values for the performance of the receiver with the feedback delay shown in Fig. 5 are obtained from Monte Carlo simulation based on the model developed above. To simulate the discarding time $\Delta t = 0.5$, the first step (1) is discarded (100% linear loss), meaning that the outcome from the SPD is always ‘off’, and 21% linear loss ($(0.5-0.37)/(1.0-0.37) \times 100$) in the second step (2) is assumed.

where

$$\sum_{j=1}^{L} 2\gamma'^2(1 - \xi \cos (m\pi/2 - \theta_j)) =$$

$$2\gamma'^2 r^2 - \sum_{j=1}^{L} \frac{2\gamma'^2 r^2}{L} \frac{1}{2} \xi \cos \left(\frac{m\pi}{2} - \theta_j\right). \quad (A4)$$

In order to analyze the continuously changing displacement, we consider the limit of infinitely many modes $L \to \infty$,

$$\lim_{L \to \infty} \sum_{j=1}^{L} 2\gamma'^2 r^2 - \frac{L}{L} \frac{1}{2} \xi \cos \left(\frac{m\pi}{2} - \theta_j\right) =$$

$$\frac{4\gamma'^2 r^2}{m^2 \pi^2} \xi \left(\sin \frac{m\pi}{2} - \sin \left(\frac{(m-m_2)\pi}{2}\right)\right). \quad (A5)$$

The probability of having the ‘off’ event in the second step (2) can be analytically obtained as,

$$\lim_{L \to \infty} \prod_{j=1}^{L} p(0|\gamma'_m - \gamma'_0 e^{ij\theta_j}) =$$

$$e^{-2\gamma'^2 r^2 + \frac{4\gamma'^2 r^2}{m^2 \pi^2} \xi \left(\sin \frac{m\pi}{2} - \sin \left(\frac{(m-m_2)\pi}{2}\right)\right)}. \quad (A6)$$

Finally, the probability of having the ‘off’ event for the second SPD in Fig. 7(a) is obtained from a product of ‘off’ event probabilities for three detection steps in Fig. 7(b).

FIG. 7. (a) Schematic of the feedback measurement with the SPDs in the spacial mode version. (b) Theoretical model equivalent to the displacement condition with the delay shown in Fig. 6.
